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                        Threat 
Intelligence

                        Provide information about potential attacks and protect your organization with our state-of-the-art technology and proactive monitoring capabilities.
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                        External Attack 
Surface Management

                        Detect external digital assets of your organization as a result of active and passive scans and continuously monitor the discovered external attack surface.
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                        Provide a robust and all-encompassing Digital Risk Protection service to safeguard your organization's online presence and defend against cyber threats.
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                Pioneering technology in cyber intelligence
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                            Extended Solution
                            We aim to provide comprehensive solutions and contribute to the growth of your businesses.
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                            360° Visibility
                            With ThreatMon's 360° Visibility, you can see all of your threats in one place, so you can respond quickly and effectively.
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                            Cutting-Edge Tech
                            We constantly invest in new technologies to stay ahead of the threat landscape.
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                            Experienced Team
                            ThreatMon's experienced team of security experts is dedicated to providing our customers with the best possible security solutions.
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                            Reliable Partner
                            We are always available to provide support and guidance, so you can be confident that your organization is always protected.
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                            Customized Approach
                            ThreatMon takes a customized approach to security, tailoring our solutions to meet the specific needs of our customers.
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                        External Asset Monitoring

                        Your organization's external assets are identified with advanced monitoring techniques, allowing for comprehensive oversight and protection.
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                        Vulnerability Intelligence

                        View newly identified vulnerabilities and receive customized notifications.
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                        Darkweb Intelligence

                        View the activities of threat actors using the dark web discovery methods, and an overview of your digital assets is provided through the platform.
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                        Asset Security

                        Gain insights into potential risks and proactively safeguard your digital assets.
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                        Deep/Darkweb Monitoring

                        Be instantly aware of emerging threats with continuous monitoring on the dark web.
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                        Threat Intelligence

                        Leverage Threat Intelligence to protect your organization from potential attacks and stay informed about current threats.
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                        Threat Hunting

                        Submit any suspicious files or addresses you have to analysts to see if they are safe.
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                        Threat Feed

                        Be aware of threats that could negatively affect your organization with threat feeds on current threats.
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                        Digital Risk Protection

                        View the current and potential risks facing your organization in the digital environment and implement solutions.
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                        Score Card

                        View your risk assessment based on threats detected on your organization's digital assets.

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                Let's Get Started!
                Know the unknown in advance, protect your reputation

                Request Demo
            

        

    
    
        
            
                How ThreatMon Can Help?

                Support for your needs with effective solutions
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                        Attack Surface Management
                        Digital Risk Protection
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                                Strategic reporting: region, industry, trends

                                Strategic reporting in cyber threat intelligence provides valuable insights into regional and industry-specific threat landscapes, as well as emerging trends, enabling organizations to make data-driven decisions, allocate resources effectively, prioritize security measures, and stay ahead of evolving cyber threats.
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                                API integration

                                Customer API integration offers several benefits, including seamless data exchange and integration between the platform and the customer's existing systems, enabling streamlined workflows, enhanced automation, and real-time access to threat intelligence, improving the effectiveness and efficiency of security operations.
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                                Historical threat intelligence data

                                ThreatMon provides intelligence on new TTPs that existing cyber threats and threat groups will develop, considering their past attacks, TTPs, motivations, and goals.
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                                Vulnerability intelligence

                                Vulnerability intelligence provides organizations with comprehensive information about security vulnerabilities in software and systems, allowing them to proactively identify and patch vulnerabilities, prioritize security efforts, and reduce the risk of successful cyber attacks.
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                                Darkweb Intelligence

                                It provides the benefits of gaining actionable insights into illegal activity, emerging cyber threats, and compromised data on the dark web, empowering organizations to identify vulnerabilities, mitigate risks and proactively protect their assets.
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                                Threat actors monitoring

                                Monitoring threat actors strengthen an organization's overall security posture by offering benefits such as early detection of potential attacks, understanding the motivations and tactics of threat actors, and taking proactive measures to defend against targeted attacks.
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                                Threat feeds / IOCs integration (Endpoint security solutions, SIEM, etc.)

                                The benefits of Threat feeds/IOCs integration with endpoint security solutions, SIEM, and other security tools include enhanced threat detection and response capabilities, timely identification of known malicious indicators, improved security incident correlation and analysis, and proactive defense against emerging threats, resulting in a more robust and effective cybersecurity ecosystem.
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                                Static & Dynamic malware analysis

                                Static and dynamic malware analysis has several benefits. They enable the identification and understanding of malware's behaviour, capabilities, and potential impact. As a result, organizations are empowered to develop effective mitigation strategies, enhance incident response capabilities, and safeguard their systems and data against malicious threats.
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                                Threat hunting

                                Threat hunting in cyber threat intelligence offers proactive and targeted identification of potential threats, enabling organizations to detect and respond to advanced attacks, uncover hidden vulnerabilities, and strengthen their security defenses.
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                                Digital asset detection & continuous monitoring

                                By utilizing both Active and Passive scanning methods, we detect all digital assets exposed to the outside world for your business and assess the attack surface. The identified attack surface is continuously monitored, including any newly added digital assets.
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                                Vulnerable asset intelligence

                                The moment any security issue is identified on your constantly monitored digital assets, a security notification is promptly sent to your business.
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                                Real-time dashboards

                                All threats and emerging threats that may directly or indirectly affect your organization on your digital assets are reflected in the ThreatMon dashboard in real time. ThreatMon dashboard provides the most up-to-date data on your organization.
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                                ThreatMon asset risk scoring

                                As a result of the External Attack Surface Management studies, the security problems detected on your digital assets and the risk scoring of your organization are determined.
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                                DDoS Intelligence

                                ThreatMon offers security recommendations so you are not exposed to denial-of-service attacks.
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                                SSL security monitoring

                                SSL/TLS servers you use on your digital assets are evaluated in terms of corporate security.
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                                Passive vulnerability scan

                                ThreatMon continuously detects potential security vulnerabilities in your network through passive security vulnerability scanning, without interfering with network performance.
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                                Customized Alarm & Notification

                                The security notifications sent by ThreatMon can be customized by the user in line with the user's needs.
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                                Continuous Pentest

                                ThreatMon continuously tests the security of your network and systems with its continuous Pentest service. This continuous approach protects against emerging threats.
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                                Social Media Monitoring (FB, Twitter, Instagram, Reddit, Telegram)

                                It monitors your company's social media accounts to identify fake profiles and provides comprehensive scans of conversations and mentions related to your company across social media platforms.
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                                Security Posture Card

                                A security posture card offers numerous advantages, including providing a concise overview of an organization's security posture, identifying strengths and weaknesses, facilitating informed decision-making, and prioritizing security measures to enhance overall cyber resilience.
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                                Phishing /impersonating domain monitoring

                                The benefits of phishing/impersonating domain monitoring include early detection and mitigation of fraudulent domains that aim to impersonate your organization, protection against phishing attacks, safeguarding brand reputation, minimizing financial losses, and preserving customer trust by proactively addressing phishing threats.
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                                Critical data breach monitoring

                                Monitoring critical data breaches and timely detection and notification of data breaches enables organizations to respond quickly, mitigate damage and comply with data protection regulations.
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                                Reputation tracking

                                Reputation monitoring provides the ability to monitor and assess an organization's or brand's online reputation, immediately identify potential reputation risks or attacks, proactively respond to adverse events, maintain brand trust and credibility, and take strategic actions to protect reputation in the digital environment. As ThreatMon, we are always proactively monitoring potential attacks on your reputation.
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                                Deep/Darkweb asset monitoring

                                Deep/dark web asset monitoring offers significant benefits, including proactive identification and monitoring of compromised or leaked corporate data, sensitive information, or credentials found on the dark web. This empowers organizations to swiftly take action, mitigating potential risks, preventing unauthorized access to their assets, safeguarding customer data, and reducing the potential impact of cyber threats such as identity theft, fraud, or data breaches.
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                                Fraud detection

                                ThreatMon provides its customers with security advice on fraud detection, enabling them to detect and receive timely notifications about such activities swiftly.
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                                Rogue/fake mobile App Detection

                                ThreatMon detects the default mobile applications belonging to its customers, detects the rogue/fake mobile applications created for these applications, performs dynamic and static analyzes up to the source codes contained in them, and informs its business partners and customers.
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                                Reputation tracking

                                ThreatMon provides security solutions to gain insight into code repositories, monitor software vulnerabilities, identify possible misconfigurations, and detect sensitive information leaks. This enables organizations to proactively address security issues, improve code quality, prevent unauthorized access, and ensure compliance with security best practices, ultimately strengthening software development processes' overall security and integrity.
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                                VIP Protection

                                It offers daily monitoring of your company's C-Level executives and protection against data leaks on the dark/deep web and the open web.
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                                Integrated takedown

                                The benefits of integrated takedown include the ability to efficiently and effectively remove malicious content from the internet. This would include such as phishing websites or infringing material which would reducing the impact of cyber threats, protecting users, preserving brand reputation, and disrupting the operations of threat actors. It helps organizations actively combat cybercrime and maintain a safer digital environment.
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                    Maximize Security

                    effectiveness with unparalleled expertise

                    	
                            
                                15+ Years of Experience

                                Expertise and Experience
                            

                        
	
                            
                                5 Security Solutions

                                Solutions We Developed for You
                            

                        
	
                            
                                127 Satisfied Clients

                                Proven Track Record of Success
                            

                        


                    	
                            
                                20+ Pro Team Members

                                Expert Team Members
                            

                        
	
                            
                                3M+ Darkweb Intelligence

                                Deep/Dark Web Monitoring
                            

                        
	
                            
                                750K+ Fraud Intelligence

                                Extensive Fraud Insights
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                            “I appreciate ThreatMon's ability to provide organizations with a comprehensive view of external threats. The integration of Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) panel usage allows managed security service providers to offer their customers a holistic understanding of external threats."

                            - Technical Teams Manager
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            “Our institution, which holds a significant presence globally, relies on numerous outsourced services. Managing, tracking, and controlling these services has proven to be quite challenging.' However, with ThreatMon, we now seamlessly handle these tasks. ThreatMon conducts regular activities, investigates system vulnerabilities, detects and reports brand threats, and, most importantly, presents all findings in a user-friendly manner.”

                            - Information Systems Operation and Technical Support Manager
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            “ThreatMon consistently conducts thorough analysis and promptly reports the attack surfaces of our organization in response to external threats. The cloud-based platform they offer enables us to efficiently access and track data, facilitating effective threat monitoring and response.”

                            - Chief Information Technology Officer
                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    
    
        
            ThreatMon Blog

            Discover our blog posts about cybersecurity by the ThreatMon expert team.
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                                            The Importance of Attack Surface Management for Organizations
                                        
                                    

                                    Today, with the transition of organizations from traditional business processes to digital business processes, the likelihood of organizations facing the risk of cyber attacks on their digital assets is increasing.
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                                            ChatGPT and Malware Analysis – ThreatMon
                                        
                                    

                                    ChatGPT is an AI driven chatbot launched by OpenAI in November 2022. ChatGPT is a variant of the GPT language model that has been fine-tuned for the task of conversational response generation.
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                                            TA558 APT Group Uses Malicious Microsoft Compiled HTML Help Files
                                        
                                    

                                    TA558, a financially-motivated cybercrime group, has been targeting the hospitality, travel, and related industries located in Latin America, North America, and Western Europe since 2018.
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                                            ChatGPT and Cyber Security in 15 Questions: Impacts, Benefits and Harms
                                        
                                    

                                    ChatGPT is an AI driven chatbot launched by OpenAI in November 2022. ChatGPT is a variant of the GPT (Generative Pre-training Transformer) language model that has been fine-tuned for the task of conversational response generation.
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                Start Your Free Trial Now!

                The 30-day free trial of ThreatMon allows users to explore the products' security benefits. During this trial period, you can test Threat Intelligence data, detect threats to your organization and recommend security measures.

                Start Free Trial
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